


The Gentleman aircraft that stands out from the crowds
What is a gentleman? Regardless of the gender a gentleman is polite and behaves well towards 
other people. Someone with class, style, who stands out from the crowd effortlessly.

The 3 Traits Of The Gentleman

1. Distinguished from ordinary people or things
2. A strong personality that drives respect and esteem
3. Knowledgeable, yet cool, with a taste for beauty and Dolce Vita

A Gentleman knows that the GranLusso is more than just an aircraft. It is a signature, a 
representation of a unique style and a must for someone who wants to fly without compromises.

Fly around the world in an aircraft that behaves amazingly while you are surrounded in a quiet 
cabin covered with the best Italian Leather. Feel the beautiful interior design that will make you 
question if the real view is outside or inside the cockpit. Land, making a memorable entrance 
that will impress others anywhere you go.

These are the main ingredients that make the Gran Lusso not everyone’s plane. An aircraft with 
character, like a tailormade suit.

An aircraft with a personality of its own

• Sporty but with elegance,
• Powerful but with style
• Luxurious but not flashy
• Imposing but with balance



Exterior - example

Metallic paint 1

Metallic paint 2

Metallic paint 1 Metallic paint 2
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Interiors 



CARBONESIGARO

CARBONEBRUNELLO

Interiors



CARBONEPERU

CARBONEMIELE

Interiors



CARBONECENERE

CARBONEMALAGA

Interiors



CARBONE

SIGARO BRUNELLO PERU

MIELE CENERE MALAGA

CARBONE CARBONE

CARBONE CARBONE CARBONE

• Two-tone with “Carbone” base 1

• One-tone Soave option 1

CARBONE MIELE

CENEREPERU

Interiors

1   please, select one preference
2   only for the two-tone option

CARBONE

SIGARO

BRUNELLO

PERU MALAGA

CENERE

MIELE

Yoke tone 1 2



Metallic paint¹ 2

1   please, select one preference

Exteriors

Livery 1

Metallic paint1 1

Livery 2



Fly like a 
Real Gentleman

Soar HigherSoar Higher
Soar GreenerSoar Greener
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